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Background
To provide reliable access to clean and affordable water, utilities develop, maintain, and operate complex 

interconnected infrastructures including water meters, which ensure fair and accurate billing.

Challenges
Water consumption measured by commercial and industrial meters can represent 40%-60% of a utility’s annual 

revenue; however, industry-standard maintenance processes cannot always detect meter failures which can lead to 

significant water loss and directly affect revenue.

Solution
Olea’s unique Meter Health AnalyticsTM (MHA) solution detects and diagnoses the root cause of failure and provides 

targeted recommendations to maintenance teams. Armed with actionable intelligence, utilities can streamline and 

prioritize workflows to reduce apparent water loss in real-time and protect revenue.

Benefits
MHATM provides the first utility-centric solution that was built to reduce the time, expense, and effort to repair 

meters. The solution detects performance issues that directly impact water loss and revenue such as: register, 

crossover, measuring element failures, open bypass valves, and meter sizing. Over time, MHA helps utilities establish 

visibility across their commercial meter infrastructure to ensure accurate and fair billing, create operational 

transparency, and build customer trust.
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Detect, Diagnose and Deliver Water Meter 
Repair Recommendations

Industrial and commercial customers can account for 40-60% of a 

utility’s revenue, yet utilities lose an estimated 300 billion gallons 

of water and $3.9 billion annually when these meters fail. Why?

Olea's MHATM Solution 
Enables Water Loss 
Reduction & Revenue-
Capturing Maintenance
Utilities operate and maintain vast, complex water distribution systems, including industrial water meters Standard 

maintenance procedures for industrial meters are schedule-based, capital-intensive and failures often go undetected. As 

a result, utilities typically treat, transport, and deliver water to their largest consumers without accurately accounting 

for it, and billions of gallons of water and revenue is lost.

Industrial meters are large, difficult to maintain or replace, and can fail at any time - regardless of age or cumulative 

service volume. Olea’s MHA is the first to deliver component-level diagnostic and repair recommendations to identify 

apparent water loss and align maintenance with revenue-based priorities.

The solution uses sensors and edge computing to monitor 

performance of the meter to detect faults like crossover, bypass, 

measuring element and register failures. When underperforming 

meters are detected, the platform alerts utilities and provides repair 

recommendations so they can optimize planning and dispatch.

Solution Approach
Smart Meters like AMI use sensors to detect fluctuations in water usage; however, that’s only half the battle. These 

solutions do not help operations distinguish between real changes in water consumption or meters reporting water 

delivered incorrectly. Industry standard meter testing methods like traditional flow testing and phased meter 

replacements are wasteful, resource-intensive, and do not identify or diagnose meter failures.

Olea’s proprietary MHA was built to arm maintenance crews with easy-to-use meter diagnostics tools to make workflows 

more efficient. The solution uses a combination of technologies, including:

• Sensors and Edge Computing: Multiple sensors collect performance data from internal meter components 
to detect faults and inefficiencies as they are happening.

• Cloud and Edge Analytics: Artificial intelligence, including machine learning, assess meter performance 
and identifies root causes of failures.

• Portal and Reports: Give utilities new situational awareness by displaying performance metrics in real-
time for  all large meters. With this information, operations and maintenance teams can prioritize 
workflows based on economic return and water loss.
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Olea's MHA has been used by cities and utilities across the US with consistently outstanding results. One 

Top 10 US City reduced water loss by more than 300 Million gallons annually. While another saw 10X 

ROI in the first year of deployment. Another city was able to forgo flow testing after MHA proved to be 

more effective.

“We have commercial meters we know are not 
reporting correctly based on historical usage. 

 We just don’t know why…”

Customer Results

– Assistant Commissioner, Utility for Top 10 U.S. City

Benefits
Olea’s Meter Health Analytics enables new, data-driven and cost-effective methods to manage the performance of large 

water meters so utilities can account for and bill for every drop of water they deliver. Olea solutions provide actionable 

intelligence that helps utilities understand when and how these meters fail. With new information, utilities can 

immediately boost meter performance to eliminate apparent water loss, recapture lost revenue and, over time, 

streamline processes to reduce opex, capex and build transparency across the utility.

http://www.oleaedge.com
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Summary 

Olea's proven, AI-based edge technology empowers utilities to optimize water management and delivery so cities can 

account for every drop delivered, dramatically reducing water loss and recovering revenue as a result. Committed to 

helping water utilities combat aging infrastructure, meet greater demand, and limit rate increases, Olea's patented 

solutions combine IoT and edge computing capabilities to bring transparency, accuracy and reliability to the delivery of 

the world's most precious resource.

Please visit www.oleaedge.com to discover more, or email sales@oleaedge.com to see why our customers love working 

with us.  
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